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ABSTRACT:
The growing number of experiences in recent years, mainly after the destructive earthquakes, have highlighted
the need of a widespread structural health monitoring, in order to assess quickly the health status of strategic
buildings. A timely knowledge of damage condition of the structures, during the emergency, can be essential for
the coordination of the rescue and of all activities related to emergency management. Several studies have been
carried out on this topics, but most of the fast 1st level health monitoring systems include very cheap and quick
systems that could provide not reliable information about the real safety of the monitored structure.
The proposed method, validated through both numerical and experimental models, exceeds some of the
limitations of the 1st level methods and enables a fast and cheap evaluation, but at the same time reliable, of the
safety conditions of monitored buildings. In this paper the method and the outcomes of many numerical
applications are described.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The assessment of an increasing number of aged structures and infrastructures requires a huge effort,
especially if the purpose is to provide a faithful evaluation of seismic risk. The current practice of
periodic visual inspections, for the safety evaluation appears more and more inadequate.
A specific task of the Italian research RELUIS project, funded by the Department of Italian Civil
Protection (DPC), deals with devising and implementing a fast procedure to get useful information
about the damage evolution in a large number of strategic buildings during and after seismic events,
using the records of just few sensors located on the structure.
The feasibility and the cost optimization are the most important goals for the simplified monitoring
system in order to favour the a widespread use of such systems.
During the past two decades, a significant amount of researches have been carried out in the field of
Non-destructive Damage Evaluation (NDE) methods using the changes in the dynamic response of a
structure [Picozzi et al., 2010a and 2010b; Ditommaso et al., 2010]. The NDE methods can be
classified into four levels [Stubbs et al., 2000], according to the specificity of the information provided
by a given approach [Rytter, 1993]. Level I methods can only discover if damage has occurred, while
Level II methods identifie if damage has occurred and simultaneously determine the location of
damage. Level III methods identify if damage has occurred, determine the location of damage as well
as estimate the severity of damage. Finally Level IV methods can identify if damage has occurred,
determine the location of damage, estimate the severity of damage and evaluate the impact of damage
on the structure. Each level of damage identification above described requires a gradual increasing
amount of data and more complex algorithms. Consequently, their set-up and effectiveness often
require increasing costs, with higher error probability.
The objective of this paper is to set-up a simplified, practicable and effective Level I method, based on
a statistical approach, to continuously check the safety and reliability of strategic buildings. The
method detects the evolution of the damage by comparing the dynamic response of the building
before, during and after the earthquake. The structural response is evaluated considering the following
approach: i) structural dynamic parameters (maximum top acceleration, first modal frequency
variations and equivalent structural viscous damping variation) are evaluated just from top floor

records; ii) a non linear correlation between all dynamic parameters and the maximum inter-storey
drift, considered as damage index, is defined. The data of two experimental applications and many
numerical simulations are provided to verify the effectiveness of the method.
2. METHODOLOGY
Level I methods are usually based on the variation of vibration frequencies or damping. Such methods
are often convenient because simple and robust. They employ a reduced number of sensors installed in
the structure, although they can lead to wrong evaluations. In fact, the variation of vibration
frequencies is not necessarily representative of the damage evolution [Doebling et al., 1998], but it can
also be determined by the variation of the temperature or the configuration of masses and stiffness,
especially for deformable structures as reinforced concrete or steel frames. The proposed simplified
fast method for structural health monitoring of strategic buildings starts from a reduced number of
records acquired on top floor (velocity or acceleration) and overcomes some limitations of the Level I
methods. Indeed, the method considers some parameters drawn from recorded signals: (i) maximum
absolute top acceleration (MATA); (ii) variations of the fundamental frequencies (iii) variation of
viscous damping, and makes a combination of these parameters to estimate, through a non linear
correlation analysis, the maximum inter-storey drift. Finally, the maximum value of the estimated drift
along the building height can be assumed as correction factor of the Damage Index determined by
classic first level’s method.
The MATA represents the first instrumental parameter considered in this method. It can be evaluated
by a suitably filtered signal recorded on the top floor of the building. An appropriate arrangement of
recording sensors on the structure allows the reconstruction of all translational and rotational
movements of the floor. Other instrumental parameters considered by the method are i) the percent
variations (Δf1) between the fundamental frequency of the building before the seismic event finit and
the minimum one fmin corresponding to the maximum non linear behaviour of the building and ii) the
percent variations (Δf2) between initial and final frequency, as given by equations 2.1 and 22.:

Δf1 = ( f init − f min ) / f init

(eq. 2.1)

Δf 2 = ( f init − f fin ) / f init

(eq. 2.2)

All frequencies can be evaluated by a Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [Gabor, 1946] applied on
the whole signal, as shown in Figure 1, that refers to an earthquake recorded on a real building
[Mucciarelli et al., 2004]. This particular analysis allows to describe the variation in the time of the
main frequencies of the structure.
The last instrumental parameter considered in the method is the variation of equivalent structural
viscous damping Δξ related to the first structural modes. Information about damping can enrich the
quality and quantity of the knowledge on the global damage, particularly if such information is
associated to the other parameters above described.
The damping can be estimated for non stationary signal using the only output non-parametric
technique elaborated by [Mucciarelli and Gallipoli, 2007]. It measures the viscous equivalent damping
of the signal recorded using a semi-probabilistic approach. The damping is estimated by the
logarithmic decrement method on minimum of three consecutive decreasing peaks separated by the
same period T. The period T is assumed considering a fixed tolerance ε as function of T. The routine
output supplies a vector  = (1, 2, …, n), where ξi is the value obtained by two consecutive
decreasing peaks. Then, the lognormal distribution of the vector  is evaluated in order to get a median
value of distribution for all signal duration, as shown in Figure 2b. A check on the effectiveness of the
result is, then, carried out by comparing the fit curve between theoretical and empirical cumulative
distribution function, through the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [Piccolo, 1998]. The variation Δξ
between the equivalent viscous damping evaluated on the signal before and after the earthquake is
assumed as reference parameter in the method.
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Figure 1. Signal recorded and STFT of the signal.

In order to verify the existence of a relationship between the selected parameters and the maximum
inter-storey drift, several correlation analyses have been developed [Ponzo et al., 2010] considering:
(i) the outcomes of experimental shaking table tests carried out within the research projects TREMA
and POP [Dolce et al., 2005 and 2006]; (ii) numerical non linear dynamic analysis carried out
considering different natural accelerograms compatible with the actual Italian OPCM 3431, selected in
the European Strong Motion Database, and different structure configurations. The flow-chart shown in
Figure 3 explains the approach.
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Figure 3. Scheme of approach used in the method.

The maximum inter-storey drift can be evaluated by mean the following relationship [Ponzo et al.,
2010]:
2

2
Δ an = c1 ⋅ a max
+ c2 ⋅ a max + c3 ⋅ Δf1 + c 4 ⋅ Δf1 +
2

+ c5 ⋅ Δf 2 + c6 ⋅ Δf 2 + c7 ⋅ Δξ 2 + c8 ⋅ Δξ

(eq. 2.3)

While the weight factor of each single parameter can be evaluated by mean the follow equation [Ponzo
et al., 2010]:

Wi =

Fi
(eq. 2.4)

 Fi
i

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The structural typologies considered in non-linear dynamic simulations refer to framed structural
systems. The selected types have 1, 3 and 5 storeys, with an inter-storey height equal to 3m,
representative of Italian standard buildings. The buildings have a rectangular plan shape with 12×15m
global dimensions. Both regular and irregular distribution of the mechanical characteristics along the
buildings height have been considered.
Non seismic-resistant frame buildings and seismic-resistant frame buildings designed using an old
Italian Seismic Code [DM 1996] have been also modelled. Figure 4 shows the 3 and 5 storeys models
respectively. Using the scheme defined above and shown in figure 4, the considered typologies could
be resumed as: bare frame, infilled frame and soft storey frame. A 5.0 kN/mq of permanent load and
2.0 kN/mq of live load were considered respectively.
The design of the non seismic-resistant frames has been performed taking into account only gravity
loads and making reference to the codes, the available handbooks and the typical current practice of
the considered period. According to standards of the ‘70s, simulated design has been then performed
adopting the dimensioning and verifications method allowed by actual codes and considering the
following materials: Rck 250 medium resistance concrete and FeB38k steel bars. The columns have
been designed for axial load only, adopting the minimum requirements provided in the 1974’s Italian
Seismic Code. On the contrary the design of seismic-resistant frames has been carried out following
the D.M. 16.1.1996 Italian Seismic Code. An high seismic risk zone was considered for buildings
design. A foundation coefficient ε = 1 and a seismic protection coefficient I=1 were considered for all
buildings.


Three Storey Model

Five Storey Model

Figure 4. Numerical model for 3- and 5-Storey Structures

In order to take into account the presence of infill panels within the structural r.c. frames and their
interaction with the columns, both the masonry strength and stiffness contribution have been
considered [Dolce et al., 2004] by inserting two equivalent structural elements in the models. The
mechanical characteristics of these elements were evaluated considering the Mainstone model
[Mainstone, 1974] through the eq. 3.1. This relationship is valid for rectangular shape panels only. In
the simulation a 12+8cm thick panel was considered. The Force-Displacement behaviour for
Mainstone model is shown in Figure 5.

 E ⋅ t ⋅ h 3 ⋅ sin( 2θ) 
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Figure 5. Displament-Force behaviour for infill panel elements

Using SAP2000 finite elements program, these elements were modelled by mean multi-linear plastic
link. In order to consider the presence of doors and windows, the effective area of the infill panels
considered in the analyses was reduced at 80% of the total area.
4. NUMERICAL OUTCOMES
For each numerical model 84 analyses were carried out, seven for each soil class and PGA intensities.
The maximum analytical inter-storey drift was evaluated by mean the relationship reported in eq. 2.3.
It is worth noting that in this equation there are 8 constants (c1,…,c8) and 4 parameters (Amax, Δf1, Δf2,
Δξ). The constants (c1,…,c8) are related to structural and geometrical characteristics of the structure, as
number of storey, inter storey height, strength of materials, etc. In order to characterize the 8 constants
a huge dataset of parametric numerical simulations were programmed, using several kind of models
having different characteristics. On the contrary, starting from the preliminary results it is possible to
understand how change the weight of parameters (Amax, Δf1, Δf2, Δξ) in the evaluation of the interstorey drift varying seismic intensities, soil class and structural typology.
Figure 6 shows some of the preliminary results provided from the numerical simulations of three
storey buildings, both for seismic-resistant and non seismic-resistant structures. Generally, from the
figure it is clear that for low intensities of PGA values and for seismic-resistant framed structures the
most important parameter is the maximum top acceleration. Previous sentence is not always valid for
non seismic-resistant frames. In any cases, it is interesting to note the role of damping factor variation
for framed structures with infill panels. Another important consideration regards the weight variation
for seismic-resistant structure. In fact, these structures exhibit a quasi-linear variation of relative
importance of each parameter with PGA intensities and it is invariant for soil classes.
From these preliminary results, it is reasonable to affirm that seismic-resistant buildings have a very
different behaviour also observing the parameters variation. But more results are need to better
understand the non seismic-resistant structures behaviour.
Figure 7 shows the correlation between maximum analytical and measured drift. It is worth noting that
there is a very good correlation for all considered typologies. And these result confirm those obtained
by Ponzo et al. [2010]. This fact encourages us to increment the number of analyses in order to obtain
a huge number of results that will allow us to correctly interpret the dynamic non-linear structural
behaviour and the role of each proposed parameter.
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Figura 6. Analyses of weight factors
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Figura 7. Comarison between maximum analytical and measured inter-storey drift

5. CONCLUSIONS
The damage assessment methodology proposed in this paper can detects and quantify the damage
suffered by a R/C building using only few instrumental parameters obtained by the data recorded on
the top of the monitored structure (Level I methods). The damage is expressed in terms of maximum
inter-storey drift (damage indicator) evaluated by mean a non linear regression analysis, starting from
parameters defined above. Several outcomes obtained from experimental and numerical tests allowed
to calibrate and to verify the methodological approach. The proposed approach could result very
useful especially for high excitation level and, considering his low cost, it should favour the possibility
to increase the number of monitored strategic structures. The first analyses of the results show that, for
regular buildings, the only case investigated up to now, the maximum value of the top floor
acceleration is the most strictly related parameter to the maximum inter-storey drift along the building
height. The other parameters become important for high PGA values, when a strong non linear
behaviour is activated.
In order to carry out the best parameters for the proposed method an extensive experimental and
numerical campaign has been programmed. At the moment the experimental campaign is regarding
laboratory test on scaled models [Ponzo et al., 2010] while numerical analyses are regarding several
framed-structures typologies. All numerical analyses are performed using non-linear dynamic methods
for both seismic-resistant and non seismic-resistant reinforced concrete frames. For all considered

typologies one-, three- and five-storey buildings were considered.
From the preliminary results obtained from the non-linear numerical simulations the weight factor of
each single defined parameter (Amax, f1, f2 and ) has been evaluated. It is worth noting that an
increasing of importance for frequencies variation has been noted for models with infill panels. Also a
modest increase of damping variation has been evaluated. The increment of these parameters could be
associated to damage occurred on the infill panels during the strong motion analyses. Moreover, it is
reasonable to think that also the increase of damping variation could be referred to energy dissipation
due from the damage occurred on the panels.
Further analyses will be necessary to understand the role of each proposed parameter for the nonlinear dynamic behaviour of different typologies of framed structures.
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